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ABSTRACT

Thispaper providesadescription and rationalefor theEvaluation
Proceduretaking placeat theWorkshop. Theprocedurehasthree
goals. First, setting a precedent of providing conference partici-
pants with a more candid and thorough picture of the quality of
current TTS systems than is usually available in the form of pre-
pared conferencedemonstrations. Second, providing results that
wil l be informative for TTSsystems developers. Third, stimulat-
ing a discussionand contributing to aconsensusbuilding process
on text-to-speech synthesisevaluation.

1. INT RODUCTION

During previous text-to-speech workshops and speech confer-
ences, the only exposureparticipants were given to TTS systems
was in the form of prepared demonstrations, or brief sessions
where aparticipant could try out some text on a locally installed
TTS system. This inevitably led to great uncertainty concerning
the truequality of thesesystems. Thecurrent workshop improves
significantly on thisstateof affairsby providing aformat whereby
text-to-speech systemsarepresented with thesameunknown text
materials, covering a variety of text types. The procedure, how-
ever, should not be considered as a formal evaluation, because
the listeners are the participants themselvesand the experimental
procedureis necessarily short. To reflect this informality, system-
specificresultswil l not bepublished. Weneverthelessbelievethat
this processservesat least three important goals:

1. To give workshop participants a thorough and honest im-
pression of current systems.

2. By exposing participants to a formal listening procedure, to
stimulatediscussionof evaluation proceduresin general.

3. To providevaluable feedback to systemsdevelopersand re-
searchersabout strong and weak points of their systems.

An attempt wil l be made to cover as many languages as possi-
ble. The limiti ng factors are: TTS system participation (at least
3 systemsareneeded to makecomparisonmeaningful for agiven
language), availabilit y of appropriate textual materials, and avail-
abilit y of enough appropriate listeners. This paper describes the
evaluation procedure. For a recent overview of TTS evaluation
procedures, werecommend thechapter by van Bezooijenandvan
Heuven in theEAGLESHandbook [4].

2. ENSURING FAIRNESS

A key concern faced by the organizers was to avoid non-
participation due to concerns about fairness and negative public-
ity. We believe that we have taken significant steps to alleviate
theseconcerns:

� Text materialswil l mainly becreatedby standardautomated
methods, based on text corpora owned by an organization
[e.g., Linguistic Data Consortium] that hasno formal or in-
formal ties to any TTSsystem. See [3].

� Selectedtext materialswil l beunknownto participating sys-
tems.

� System-specific results wil l not be published, based on the
consideration that the subject population – the workshop
participants– isnot representativeof thepopulationat large.
Results wil l only be reported in oral form at the workshop
itself.

� Theexperimental design underlying the listening procedure
guaranteesthat (1) eachTTSsystem wil l be listened to with
the same input text, and (2) a given listener hears different
text itemson eachpresentation, thereby avoidingpotentially
biasing text repetition effects.

� Text materials wil l cover a range of challenges. Three
text types wil l beused: meaningful text, unpredictablesen-
tences, and telephonedirectory listings(consistingof names
of persons, addresses, and telephonenumbers).

� Partial participation is accepted, i.e. participation in only
oneor two of the three text types.

3. PROCEDURAL DETAILS

3.1. Text Types

Four types of text wil l be used: Newspaper text (easy vs. dif-
ficult), Semantically Unpredictable Sentences, and telephonedi-
rectory listings. Not all of these types wil l be available for all
languages, and for some languages no text might be available at
all.

Newspaper text Two selection methods are used: minimum
word frequency based selection, and overall trigram frequency
basedselection. Weexplain thesemethodsnow.

Easy: Mi nimum word frequency based selection. This method
guaranteesthat all words in a selected sentencehavea frequency
of occurrence above some pre-specified threshold. As a result,
thesentenceswil l berelatively easy for thegrapheme-to-phoneme
componentsof systems. However, in the absenceof further con-
straints, the sentences can have complicated structures (making
phrasingand prominencedetermination difficult, and thereby tax-
ing the prosodic components). For the same reason, they may
also contain unusual phonemesequencesat word junctures. This
method involvesthe following steps:

1. For each word in thecorpus, determine its frequency (num-
ber of occurrences) in that corpus.
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2. For each sentence, determine the frequency of the least fre-
quent word.

3. Sort sentences in descending order by least frequent word
frequency,

4. Randomly select from the top 1 percent of this sorted list

Difficult: Overall trigram frequency based selection. This
method uses successive letter triples as the basic unit. It max-
imizes the [frequency-weighted] diversity of triphones in the se-
lected text, without concern for word frequency. The selected sen-
tences exercise many components of a TTS system: grapheme to
phoneme conversion, acoustic units (in concatenative systems),
and prosodic components. It involves the following steps:

1. Determine number of occurrences (frequency) ofeach tri-
gram in the corpus.

2. For each sentence, add the log frequencies of all its trigrams.

3. Sort sentences in descending order by log frequency sum.

4. Randomly select from the top 1 percent of this sorted list.

Semantically Unpredictable SentencesThis procedure has
been documented extensively [1, 2] . It involves short, seman-
tically unpredictable sentences of several different, common syn-
tactic structures with words randomly selected from lexicons with
frequent, “mini-syllabic” words (smallest words available in a
given category. Examples (for English; for other languages ap-
propriate structures are used):

� Subject - Verb - Adverbial

� Subject - Verb - Direct object

� Adverbial - Transitive verb - Direct object (imperative)

� Q-word - Transitive verb - Subject - Direct object

� Subject - Verb - Complex direct object

This test primarily taxes the segmental intelligibility of systems.

Telephone directory listingsPre-formatted telephone directory
entries, with the following exact format.

<FirstName> <LastName>,<StreetAddress>,<City>,
<County, Province or State>, <Telno>

Here:

� <FirstName> and<Lastname>: randomly drawn from
large lists (with appropriate constraints on frequency)

� <StreetAddress>: fixed format for a given language:

English: <Number><Name> Street

Dutch: <Name>straat<Number>

French: <Number> rue<Name>

German: <Name>Strasse<Number>

� <Telno>: provided with appropriate spacing [e.g., US En-
glish: aaa-bbb-cccc; Dutch: 0aaa-bb cc dd, or 0aa-bbb cc
dd]

Participants were encouraged to produce pre-processing filters for
this specific format.

3.2. Listeners

As implied by the above, the listener population consists of par-
ticipants to the workshop. A key condition for participation in
evaluating systems for a given language is that one is sufficiently
fluent in that language. Two categories will be allowed to partic-
ipate: native vs. fluent. Listeners will be identified as such, to
allow comparison of results as a function of fluency level. Only if
there is time will other listeners be allowed to participate.

3.3. Listening process

Presentation The presentation of an item (a trial) consists of one
or more of the following steps:

1. Utterance presented via headphones

2. Rating scales and/or problem areas.

3. Transcription

4. Text presented on the screen

5. Rating scales for correspondence between speech and text

The “Rating scales and/or problem areas” item refers to asking
two types of questions. First, ratings (frompoor to excellent, on
continuous scales) on such dimensions as “overall voice quality”
or “naturalness”. Second, we identified some key problems, such
as “wrong syllable stressed”, “bad durations”, and “outright mis-
pronunciation”. It has been shown elsewhere that non-experts can
give consistent answers to questions of this type [5]. Since the
current audience consists of TTS experts, we felt all the more con-
fident that these questions were useful. We also include on-screen
help describing the problem areas. For example:

Wrong Syllable Stressed: For example, “began” with
stress on the first syllable. This also includes the
wrong accent (presence/absence, and mora location)
in Japanese.

or:

Phrase Boundaries: E.g., a pause after the word “and”
in ”The blue house and the red house”.

At the time this paper was written, certain details
have not been finalized yet. These details appear on
http://www.itl.atr.co.jp/cocosda/synthesis/evaltext.html

Acoustics Speech files will be played at 11.025 kHz over head-
phones. Only 11.025 kHz files, 16 bit linear, mono, either .wav
or .aiff format are used. The key reason for this restriction is that
this is the default setup on most current personal computers.

3.4. Experimental Design

As explained above, the listening procedure consists of a series of
trials, where each trial consists of presentation of a synthesizedut-
terance over headphones, and prompts for various responses from
the listener. The experimental design has the following properties:

1. Blocked by Text Type within listeners.



2. Same text items for each listener for a given language.

3. Each listener listens to each TTS system equally often

4. Across listeners, each TTS system is presented exactly once
with each text item

Standard experimental designs exist that have these properties [5].
The following table explains the design in detail. Systems are
denotedS1, S2, S3, ..., SN ; text typesT1, T2, T3, ..., and items
for text typeTj : Tj(1), Tj(2), ... ,Tj(Mj). Thus, then-th trial
for listenerL can be denoted< Si; Tj(k) >, meaning that TTS
systemSi will be presented with text itemk from text typeTj
as input. Listeners are grouped in groups of sizeN , andMj is a
multiple ofN . For a given group ofN listeners, and text typeTj ,
the design is constructed by combining several “blocks” having
the following structure (rows: trials; columns: listeners):

Once a block is constructed, the trials in each column can be in-
dependently randomly reordered. In a typical case,N=7 listen-
ers would be processingN=7 systems, and each would listen to
M1=28 (4 blocks) text items for text type 1,M2=14 (2 blocks)
text items for text type 2, etc., for a total of, say, 84 trials. Of
course, for a given set of 7 systems, there can be multiple groups
of 7 listeners. The key condition for the above design to be pos-
sible is that both the number of listeners and the number of text
items are multiples ofN=7. Also note that this design allows for
the possibility that different groups of listeners for the same set of
systems may use different sets of text items.

This design provides unbiased estimates of system performance,
but only if we assume that there are no interactions (in the
analysis-of-variance sense) between the Listener factor and the
System factor. However, this assumption is naive in the light of
the fact that systems developers will be among the listeners; even
if they attempt to avoid conscious biases in their responses, famil-
iarity with their own system is likely to have a biasing effect.

However, listeners will be asked to reveal their affiliations with
systems. This allows us to correct overall scores with two differ-
ent methods. One is to eliminate from the analysis all responses
by a listener on trials involving the system a listener is affiliated
with. The other is to assume a simple bias model, where the re-
sponse of a listenerL to systemSi is given by�L+ xi if listener
L is affiliated with systemSi, and by�L + xi if listenerL is
not affiliated with systemSi. In either method, it is assumed that
listeners affiliated with one system will all exhibit the same bias
towards all the other systems. While still naive, this assumption
is less likely to be grossly violated than the assumption that there
will be no bias in favor of one's own system.

The linear model also allows measuring the bias (�L � �L) for
each individual listener. These biases, averaged over the listeners
affiliated with a given system, will be made part of the final (oral)
report.

3.5. Notification of results

An oral presentation will be given on the last day of the confer-
ence on behalf of the 1998 Text-to-Speech Workshop Evaluation
Advisory Committee (consisting of the authors of this paper), pre-
senting the results of the evaluation. These results will include the

names of the systems. However, we stated as a condition for par-
ticipating in the workshop the willingness to promise not reveal
the identities of participating systems in conjunction with the eval-
uation results. Thus, one can publish which systems participated,
and what ratings the average system obtained, but not which sys-
tem received which ratings. We decided on these special rules
once it became clear that several potential participants were quite
concerned about adverse publicity.

4. PARTICIPATING SYSTEMS

Table 2 has a list of the participating systems and the languages
or dialects. For many languages, both male and female voices are
available. Only for American English and German were the num-
bers of systems sufficient for both voice genders to allow separate
groupings. In all other cases, we requested participants to choose
between their male and female voice systems.

5. CONCLUSIONS

As stated in the Introduction, the evaluation process taking place
at this conference is not intended as a formal evaluation that would
provide conclusive data about the quality of current TTS systems.
Instead, our far more modest ambition is to provide the partici-
pants with honest demonstrations, where systems are exposed to
unknown text of various types, in a setting where listeners can do
side-by-side comparisons with other systems. Our hope is that
future workshops can build on the lessons learned from the eval-
uation exercise at the current conference, and that this exercise
will significantly contribute to a concensus on TTS evaluation in
general.
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Table 1: Building block of the design of the listener experiments. Each cell represents an utterance by systemSi of text item k

(k = 1; � � � ;Mj ) for text type Tj . Rows correspond to trial number (1; � � � ;N ), columns to listeners. Thus, on Trial 2, Listener 3
hears the second text item of text typeTj , as uttered by SystemS4. The total ensemble of presentations to a group ofN listeners
consists of several of these blocks ofN trials each.

Trial Listener Listener Listener ... Listener
Number 1 2 3 ... N

1 S1Tj(1) S2Tj(1) S3Tj(1) ... SNTj(1)
2 S2Tj(2) S3Tj(2) S4Tj(2) ... S1Tj(2)
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
N SNTj(Mj) S1Tj(Mj) S2Tj(Mj) ... SN�1Tj(Mj)

Table 2: Participating systems

Organization Country Language Organization Country Language

ATR-ITL Japan US English TIK/ETH Switzerland German
AT&T Research USA US English Tech. U. Dresden Germany German
Apple USA US English ETI-Eloquence USA Ib. Spanish
BaBel Technologies SA Belgium US English ETSI Telecomunicacion Spain Ib. Spanish
CSTR/Festival UK US English Telefonica Spain Ib. Spanish
ETI-Eloquence USA US English UPC Spain Ib. Spanish
Lucent Technologies Bell Labs USA US English Univ. Politecnica Madrid Spain Ib. Spanish
Microsoft USA US English CSELT Italy Italian
OGI/Festival USA US English ETI-Eloquence USA Italian
Panasonic USA US English Bell Labs USA Italian
APPEN Speech Tech. Australia Aust. EnglishATR-ITL Japan Japanese
Telefonica Spain Basque IBM Japan Japanese
Telefonica Spain Catalan Bell Labs USA Japanese
UPC Spain Catalan Mitsubishi Japan Japanese
Fluency Speech Technology Netherlands Dutch NTT Japan Japanese
IPO Netherlands Dutch Toshiba Japan Japanese
Telia Promotor AB Sweden Dutch University of Tokyo Japan Japanese
BaBel Technologies SA Belgium French ATR-ITL Japan Korean
British Telecom UK French ETI-Eloquence USA Mand. Chinese
ETI-Eloquence USA French Institute of Acoustics/CAS China Mand. Chinese
ICP France French Bell Labs USA Mand. Chinese
Lucent Technologies Bell Labs USA French Nat. Chiao Tung Univ. Taiwan Mand. Chinese
Universite de Provence France French Tsinghua University China Mand. Chinese
University of Lausanne Switzerland French ETI-Eloquence USA Mex. Spanish
Telefonica Spain Galician Bell Labs USA Mex. Spanish
ATR-ITL Japan German OGI/Festival USA Mex. Spanish
BaBel Technologies SA Belgium German INESC/CLUL Portugal Portuguese
ETI-Eloquence USA German Bell Labs USA Romanian
IKP/Bonn Germany German Bell Labs USA Russian
INLP/Stuttgart Germany German ATR-ITL Japan UK English
Lucent Technologies Bell Labs USA German Aculab PLC UK UK English
OGI/Festival USA German British Telecom UK UK English
Siemens Germany German CSTR/Festival UK UK English
TIK/ETH Switzerland German ETI-Eloquence USA UK English


